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Introduction

The effectiveness of high expansion foam with air was first examined by
the Safety in Mines Research Establishment ~t)Buxton(l) and later, a portable
air-foam generator was developed in America~2. Some' early tests qf high,
expansion foam made('!iith the J.F.R.O. Inert Gas and Foam Generator(3) are
described elsewhere 4).

The extinguishing properties of high expansion foam depends' mainly on the
quanti ty of liquid'; mainly water, transported to the fire, and the restriction
of the supply of oxygen at the combustion zone.

The amount of water conveyed to a fire by high expansion foam can be"
maintained at a high level by the use of a foaming ~gent giving the requisite
properties ,of low rate of break-down and drainage~5). The reduotion in the
oxygen content of the atmosphere surrounding the oombustion zone depends upon
the reduotion in oxygen content produced by the evaporation of the water present
in' the foam, and also upon the initial oxygen content of the gas in the bubbles.
The oxygen' content of the gas filling the bubbles is lower tha.n atmospherio"
concentration when the jet-engine exhaust gases are used for generation.

This note describes and presents the results of a series of experiments
to investigate these factors, using high expansion foams made with air, and
with gas from the J.F.R. O. Inert Gas Generator.

Experimental

The foam making attaohment to the J.F .R.O. Inert Gas and Foam Generator ill
shown diagrammatioally in Fig.], and the foam making sook is shown in greater I
detail in Fig.2. The sock was made from a nylon mesh fabrio with an effeotive .
hole diameter of about 1/12 in (2 mm). When generating foam, the sook was.
blown up by the stream of inert gas, and the foam making solution was sprayed"
from the no'aal,e manifold on to the distended sook. Foam was, formed oontinuously
as the gas passed through the solution-ooated sook. Baffles)were provided in

. • the sock to improve the distribution of gas, and the end of the sook was made
from closely woven materials :t'o~ similar reasons. The nozzle manifold differed
from that reported preyiously(4). The earlier manifold oonsisted of a steel
pd.pe wi·th a number of wide angle spray nozzles along its length. The present
manifold was.a lightweight flexible hose, into the wall of whioh were inserted
40 lightweight fan spray nozzles. For the majority of the tests reported here',
the nozzles delivered foam solution at 170 gal/min (775 L/mn). Gas was
supplied from the inert gas generator at a temperature of 800-9QoC, at
27,000 ft 3/mn (770'm3/min). The gas oontained 15 per, oent oxygen, 65 per cent
ni trogen, 1.5 per oent carbon dioxide and 18.5 per oent water vapour. However j
the formation of foam extraoted heat and moisture from the gas. The
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temperature of' the ',foam was about400C and the,gas at this' temperature was
provided at 21,000' ft3/min (600' m3/min) and had the composition of 17 per
cent oxygen, 74:'per cent nitrogen, 1.6 per cent' oarbon dioxide and 7.4: per
cent water vapour. This'foam will be referred to as' inert gas generator
foam. The inert gas generator foam was produced at about 10,000
12,000ft3/min (280-34:Q m3/min), giving an efficiency of about 50 per cent.

The air-foam generator is shown diagrammatioally in Fig.3. The
generator oonsisted of a 38 in' diameter axial-flow fan connected to a
6 ft long square seotion steel duot which expanded to a 4: ft square
opening. The foam making soreen was stitch6d concertine' fashion over this'
opening to give an effective area of screen of' 32'ft2 (3'm2). Foam
solution was sprayed on to' the soreen from 5 impinging' jet noszles within'
the duct, arranged to give a fairly uniform distribution of solutio'n' over
the screen. Air flow from the fan wa's contro:q.ed by sliding shutters at
the air intake, and the flow of foam solution wa's' oontrolled' by varying
the- pressure of deliv'!17' For the experiments desoribed here, air was
supplied at 10,000 ft3/min (270 m3/min) and fo~ing solution'at '
67 galLmin (305 L/min).' The air-foam was generated at about 6,000 ft3/min
(170 m3/min), giving an efficienoy of production of about 60 per oent.

Two foam making agents were used. These, referred to' as' compounds
A and C in an earlier note, were a miJl:ture of sodium dodeoyl benzene'
sulphonate with non-ionio additions and ammonium lauryl sulphate'
respeotively~ The agents were made up to' 1 per oent aotive content
solutions in mains water for use. Compound A drilined more repidly than
Compound C and also gave a less stable' foam.

Comparative tests of' the efficacy of' the high expansion foames were
made by generating' foam into an enclosure' bounded by 4: ft higll1Blls, the
width of whioh was such as to' give similar rates of' progress of foam from'
the generators. Fires of' 6* ft dia, of sorap wood, or petrol or aloohol
were plaoed within the enclosure in the path of the foam. The wood fire
was allowed to burn for 10 min, the petrol fire for 1 min, and the aloohol
fire for 30 seo, before foam was generated, so as to ensure well developed
fires.

Additional tests were made with the inert gas generator foam on
simultaneous fires of aoetone, aloohol, petrol and wood.

Results

.,

The results' of' the oomparative tests with a:l:r foam and inert gas
generator foam are given in Table 1. The timss of' extinotion given here
are ths times from the fOam first reaohing ths 6 f't diamet er fire, until
it was olear that ths fire was out. In many of' the tests, with air foam

'partioularly, firss would oontinue burninS under a oomplete oover of foam'
and would only beoome apparent when hot gases. often but not al~s \
aocompanied by visible flames. burst through the foam. I

\
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Table 1

Performance of Air and Inert Gas Foam

Extinction time, sees.

Agent Fuel Air foam Inert gas generator foam

Wood N.E. in 120 N.E. 120
Compound A EtJvl Alcohol N.E. in 120 140

Petrol 100 10

Wood 90 100
Compound B EtJvl Alcohol 9Q4' NT

Petrol 29 NT

N.E. = Not extinguished
NT = Not tested

-In a test where foam passed over the fire for 65 seconds, the fire was
covered by 3 to' 4 ft of foam, but slowly burned through., At the end
of the reported test, the layer of fuel and water left in'the burning
tray would not reignite.

OThe layer of fuel and water left in the burning tray was flammable
and could be' reignited.

The tests' with air foam were members of a series made to determine the
critical conditions for extinction. Two minutes was the maximum time of
generation used, as the walled area confining the foam was then full.

These tests were followed by largescale tests with the J .F.R.O. Inert
Gas and Foam Generator in which high eXpansion foam made with Compound C was
allowed to flow over a third of the floor of the Models Laboratory, 2,000 ft 2,
on which were arranged fires of ethyl alcohol, acetone, petrol and wood.
Plate 1. In these tests all the fires were extingUished; the approximate
times for extinction are given below.

Table 2

Extinction times of fires with Inert Gas,- Compound C Foam

Fire Dia. ft Times, Sec.

WOod 5 60
Ethyl Aloohol 4 5

Acetone 2 3
Petrol 3 7

It was observed during the tests with Compound A foams' that extinotion of
alcohol fires took place with only a thin foam covering for the inert gas
generator foam, but that extinction did not take place with air foam, although

..; 3 -
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the foam was up to' 6 ft thick over the'fire. (Plate 2). In the latter'
case the foam cover over the fire 'was often unperforated for some
seconds, but 'then a hole would form over the fire, and hot gases would
escape, .generally accompanied by thin flames. A silllilar difference in the
thickness of cover with ,foam was observed for petrol fires. Such
differences were not observed for wood fires, as about 5 ft thickness of
foam was needed to cover the fire for either'inert gas, or air foam. The
depth of foam obtained with Compound C was much greater than with
Compound A" beoause of the greater viscosity of the foam produced.

Disoussion

The difference in performance of foams made with different foam
agents and different gases depends upon the amount of water conveyed to
the fire in the walls of the foam bubbles, and upon the composition of the
atmosphere surrounding the fire produced by vaporisation of the foam liquid.
principally water. foam agent C has'much lower drainage and break-down'
rates than agent A(5), and therefore can convey more water in foam to a
fire. Flames are extinguished when'the atmosphere surrounding themhas'an
oxygen content of 16 to 14 per cent, but, before burning wood can be
extinguished, the smouldering of the solid material must be stopped. This
smouldering can continue at very low oxygen concentrations and extinction
at low oxygen concentrations takes a long time. However, rapid extinction
can be achieved by the direct wetting and cooling of the burning solid
material. The reduotion of oxygen' content of the atmosphere contained in
inert gas generator foam required to bring about flame extinction is' only
1 to 3 per cent, and this reduction would be produced by the vaporisation
of a small proportion of the water in the foam. With air foam, the
oxygen content of the atmosphere must be reduced by 5 to 7 per cent 
requiring the vaporisation of a high proportion of the water in thefoam~

This is shown by the z-esul.t s for petrol fires with agent A, Table l.
Petrol ha's little effect on the stability of foam, and therefore the
extinction of petrol fires is unaffected by breakdown of foam other than
by the effect of heat and flame. Alcohol, in liquid or vapour state
disrupts foam, and can therefore reduce the amount of water available for
dilution of the atmosphere. This may explain in part the differenoe in
performance, Table 1, between alcohol and petrol fires with air'foam,
The difference in times of extinotion for aloohol and petrol fires with
the two inert gas foams are hardly significant, and suggest that with
each type of foam water wa's vaporised in sufficient quantity to dilute
the atmosphere in the foam to allow·flames to be extinguished. However,
in all the tests' with alcohol, the foam was sufficiently stable to cover
the fire oompletely in times of the same order as for petrol fires. In
this respect, the performance' of the high expansion foam system reported
here is better than that of the conventional protein fire-fighting foam
SYstems. Differenoes in the aloohol resistanoe of the foaming agents,
in the rate of applioation and in the,' structure and thickness of the foam
blanket may eaoh oontribute to' the differenoe in performanoe.

Measurement of the oxygen oontent of the atmosphere under the foam in
the vicinity of the fires was not made in the tests reported here. However,
the content of oxygen was probably much greater than the calculated
minimum values of 6 per oent and 8 per oent for inert gas generator-and
air-foam respeotively. Higher values would be expeoted beoause of the
drainage of water from the foam and beoause of the destruction of foam by
thermal and ohemioal prooesses. The oxygen oontent would therefore b~

SUbstantially higher'than thl\t needed to extinguish sinouldering oombustion,
about 2 per csnt , The times for extinotion of wood fires, 90 and 100 seos
for air and inert gas generator foams made with agent C, Table 1, are nC!t
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significantly different, bearing in mind the difficulty of assessing the time
of extinction of a fire that is covered with a blanket of foam. The drainage
rate of a cool foam, however, is less than that of a warm foam(5), so that
rather less water would be conveyed to a fire by the latter foam. The
similarity of the times for extinction suggest that the same mechanism was
operating. In each test the fire 'was covered by foam in about 50 seconds, and
at the end of each test the foam was a foot or so higher'than the top of the
timber stack. The difference between the time for extinction and the time to
cover the stack is much greater than the time required to extinguish liqUid
fires (Table 1 and 2) suggesting that; during this time, wetting and cooling
of the timber was taking place. The results for foams made with a~ent A, which
convey much less water to the fire, support this h;ypothesis.

Conclusions

The tests described in this note indicate that high expans.i.on foam made
with the inert gas generator can extinguish both wood and liquid fuel fires
efficiently, and that alcohol and water miscible fuels fires are extinguished
nearly as readily as those of hydrocarbon fuels. High expansion foam made
with air is much less efficient than inert gas foam for extinguishing liquid
fuel fires 'but has similar efficiency for extinguishing wood fires. Extinction
of liquid fuel fires is brOUght about by a reduction in the oxygen content of
the atmosphere surrounding the fire, and of wood fires by the wetting of the
sglid material.

For maximum' efficiency, the foam produced must have high stability, and
convey the maximum amount of water to the fire. Ammonium lauryl sulphate has
been found to be a suitable foam agent.
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A. View of fires. gas inlet ducting and foam-sock

B. Extinction of fires. Foam applied for 2 min.
Plate taken about 3 min, later

EXTINCTION OF LIQUID AND SOLID FUEL FIRES
WITH FOAM FROM THE J.F.R.O. INERT GAS AND FOAM GENERATOR

PLATE 1
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A. Alcohol fire covered by foam
45 sec. application of foam

B. Alcohol fi re burning freely
5 mins after applying foam

EFFECT OF AIR FOAM ON ALCOHOL FIRE,
6 ft.DIA FOAM COMPOUND

PLATE 2.




